




• SAWater could also run a smaller pipeline into the existing infrastructure 
• Revoke the water licence form Compass Springs for not complying with their 

obligations to its customers 

As you would be well aware the cost of living is spiralling at a much faster rate than most 
households can absorb, the proposed price increase would therefore unreasonably bourdon 
those already struggling to “make ends meet” especially as the proposed rate is well above 
the SAWater pricing structure. 

My personal situation would not allow me to absorb such an increase as I had to retire from 
my employment to care for my disabled wife.  

 
concessions do not increase to offset the costs being proposed. I 

would suggest the same circumstances also apply to the many retirees, low-income workers 
& unemployed that live on the golf course development. 

 

 

There should also be competition introduced so that customers can either pay inline with 
the Compass Springs pricing structure or SAWater pricing structure. Like I stated previously 
Compass Springs would therefore be able to charge whatever pricing structure they deem 
appropriate & let the customers decide who to receive water from. 

Let me again highlight the disparity in what is being proposed the customers of Compass 
Springs pay opposed to SAWater customers 

  Compass Springs    SAWater 
• 0-30kl  $3.80 (+87%)  0-38.36kl  $2.029 
• 31-130kl $5.43 (+87%)  38.36kl-124.47kl $2.896 
• 130kl+  $5.88 (+87%)  124.46kl+  $3.137 
• Supply  $92.59 (+31%)     $70.80 

It is not only that customers of Compass Springs will be paying much higher rates for what is 
an essential service & critical to a household but the total amount payable will be increased 
due to the difference in tiers. 

To me it is rather absurd that the whole township is being supplied water from the same 
aquifer but one section of the community will be paying significantly higher rates for the 
same commodity. Once again, I see no reason why one  supplier can charge 
excessively high prices for the same product. 

Regards, 
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Rosemary Bennetts is one of a kind… the only person in South Australia  and possibly Australia who
privately owns and runs an 18-hole championship golf course by herself.

Incredibly  she does it part-time. The days she is not performing the role as a secretary/manager of the
Fleurieu Golf Course at Mount Compass she is a podiatrist at McLaren Vale and Seaford.

Adding to the uniqueness is that it has become a golf club that doesn t have a club as such  it changed
from membership controlled to a management committee structure  and it works well. As Rosemary says
it s one less meeting to attend.

And perhaps most remarkable of all is that  in the 21 years she has worked here  including the past �ve as
owner/operator  Rosemary has played just one round of golf on this course  in 1999. Yet  unlike most
golfers  she hasn t embellished the scorecard details because there wasn t one. It was an average round
she says  but if you haven t guessed by now  she is not your average golf person.

Given her workload  indeed the pressures that come with running your own business including being time
poor  Rosemary admits to having days when she questions why on earth she does all of this work at the
course.

She smiles  and says: I also have those days when I am a podiatrist  and I also do that because I love it. If
I m here at the course and I think I ve had enough I only need to look out the window and look at the golf
course. I see the challenge and I dream again. Its always about the dream; the potential of being able to
make this the best golf course in South Australia.

It s not about the money; it never has been. Its the achievement of it all  and who knows  one day I am
going to go out there and play this course again. I guess above everything  it is carrying on dad s legacy; I
am so proud of him.
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And Rosemary s dear dad  Alan  who at 88 still comes into the clubhouse and has an enthralling game of
bridge with his mates  is obviously incredibly proud of her too.

Alan created the venture after South Australian professional gol�ng great Brian Crafter visited his sand
quarry business in the early 1990s to purchase sand for bunkers at Regency Park golf course  which Brian
then managed. He turned to Alan and said: What a great site for a golf course.

Brian died in 1994 and never saw his vision  but largely in his honour Alan teamed with Brians son  Neil  a
golf course architect  to �nish the project. By 1997 the front nine was completed and the closing nine
unveiled a year later  with the course and clubhouse o�cially opened by Brians daughter Jane  also a
professional golfer. The Crafter name continued with Murray s son Peter as the club professional  but last
year he too sadly he too passed away.

Rosemary recalled how the theory was to build this course and by the mid-90s sell it off to the Japanese.
Everything took longer and longer to get approved  and meanwhile the Japanese market fell over  she said.

It has really been a Japanese consortiums loss because this brilliant par-72 course spread over 400 acres
was listed among Golf Australias Top 100 Public Access courses in the nation  securing an impressive 87th
spot.

Signi�cantly  it is far more than just a beautiful golf course  one that can unleash its fury in the threatening
soul-destroying strings of bunkers; the entire complex is a strategic asset to the entire town.

If Rosemary s role as a sole owner/operator of a golf course wasn t unique enough  Alan installed the �rst-
ever privately-owned sewerage treatment plant in South Australia to service a stunning subdivision that he
created. The plant took three years to get approved because no one else had ran anything like this  at that
stage it was always done by the EW&S Department. The council has since taken it over and has connected
the whole town to the system.

As well as this  all of the storm water goes into the lakes system on the course  and the Fleurieu Golf Course
 or Rosemary  supplies the fresh water to the sub-division  charging the same rate for the water as the

normal provider  SA Water.

It really is a unique golf course  and in somewhat of an unintentional understatement  Rosemary described
her dad as a man of vision . Now it is her baby  as she describes the course  and there is no letting up in
making this Mount Compass gem an even bigger player on the golf circuit.

The original concept was always to have a motel and convention centre built at the southern end of the
course  Rosemary said. It was approved. We still have the power  water and sewerage on the site ready to
go.






